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George, the heir to a rich Greek dynasty. Mark, a failed serial killer from an Italian Mafia 

family.  Danuet, the last surviving native Antarctican.  Three friends who share something in 

common.  They all come from great family dynasties and in the eyes of their forefathers, 

they are complete failures.  Wasted sperm.   They band together and through the interaction 

of their unique personalities and ability to get into hilarious situations, help to change each 

other to become successful progenies.  And importantly, they succeed in ways that gain not 

only uphold their family traditions but also remain true to  their own personal values, 

interests and abilities as individuals. 

George is a handsome, rich playboy who lives in a mansion in a well to do area.  He is the 

heir of a Greek family dynasty whose prominence was brought about through his 

forefathers inventing the square pencil.  Before this, all pencils used to be round and would 

simply roll off the desk while not being used.  George, being an only son is under a lot of 

pressure to one day lead the pencil business into a new era.  But all George seems to be 

interested in is living a meaningless playboy lifestyle, seducing women and working on his 

obsession - inventing a hoverboard.   George's father wants George to get serious, give up 

the hoverboard dream and to settle down and marry an overweight and unattractive Greek 

girl who is a friend of the family's.  George refuses and because of this he is seen as being 

mentally ill by his father and in desperate need of help. 

Enter Danuet, a psychologist who is hired by George's father to help get George on the right 

path.  Danuet is short, fat and extremely eccentric.  Son of an Antarctican king, Danuet was 

born and raised in Antarctica.  After the death of his father to an army of penguins, Danuet 

cowardly escaped his homeland and has since been hiding in Australia working as a 

successful psychologist, too afraid to return to Antarctica and reclaim his father's kingdom.  



It is prophesised that Danuet is the chosen one who will one day save Antarctica.  And being 

the last surviving native Antarctican, it is all up to him.   

Also living in the mansion is George's long time friend, Mark.  Mark, an ingenious stoner, is 

estranged from his prominent mafia family as he is unable to kill anyone.  No matter how 

hard he tries he simply cannot kill.  It has always been that way, even as a child Mark failed 

in the attempted murder of his pet gold fish.  Mark didn't feed his pet fish for months, but 

still the gold fish became healthier than ever and even to this day, twenty years later, is still 

alive.  Mark is seen as a major embarrassment to his mafia family who rely on toughness 

and coercion to retain power, while Mark is simply non-threatening.   

Progeny is essentially a comedy about the pressures in life to succeed, to find ourselves, to 

find a mate, to have a career.  And on top of this, the pressures of the current generation to 

achieve better than their forefather's success.  Something which every viewer can relate to.  

The TV show ultimately has the positive underlying belief that the current generation can 

make their own successes in the world, in even greater ways than planned, as long as they 

marry the ways of the current world with the importance of their traditions.  That we must 

adjust to changing times but also cling to unchanging principles. 

Progeny is a completely original idea, although the humour has parallels with Seinfeld in 

terms of its reflection on societal everyday trivial issues, Family Guy with its outrageous and 

unpredictable series of events, Monty Python with its witty humour and It's always sunny in 

Philadelphia as the characters are based on three real life friends, although the characters 

are very extreme versions of them.   

Currently the sitcom is set in an affluent beach side city in Australia, though the setting is 

flexible.  The episodes are continuous and all build on one another in terms of plot and 

character development.  But at the same time they are each separate enough that people 

could tune in at any time, still follow what is happening and enjoy the show.  There is no 

defined limit to the number of seasons that this show can run for, the basic parameters 

have been worked out, but are flexible. 

Each episode will also have random and humorous things occurring in the background of the 

scene, unnoticeable to many viewers on their first view.  For example: visualise a scene 



outside a neighbourhood house, in the foreground are the events which are relevant to the 

scene and in the background we can just see there is an old lady vacuuming her lawn.  The 

focus is such though, that most will not notice this old lady behaving weirdly until they have 

viewed the show many times.  The fans will love these hidden aspects and it will inspire 

them even more to watch the episodes over and over, hopefully achieving a cult status for 

the show. 

The target audience for Progeny are viewers of any age who understand the humour.  It is 

more about psychographics than demographics.  As anyone of any age will be drawn to this 

show if they either seek to make their way in life, discover who they are, find partners or 

become successful in the current age where there isn't much certainty and a many of us feel 

lost.  Or even if they simply have associations with people that are, such as children or 

grandchildren.  This show has the potential, like past shows such as Seinfeld and Happy Days 

to define a generational time period. 

 

Character Development 

GEORGE SIRIUS 

George feels the family pressures of being the only son who can take over the square pencil 

business and their desires for George to settle down and marry a Greek girl.  George also 

has his own conflicting desires, such as wishing to live a superficial and meaningless life as a 

playboy whilst trying to fulfil his dream of inventing a hoverboard.   

George, early on, falls in love with a Swedish princess that lives in a mansion across the 

road.  As the series progresses, George gradually becomes less superficial and discovers 

more meaning in his life.  Danuet helps George with this, as Danuet is from the most 

unsuperficial society on Earth - Antarctica.  Meanwhile, George continues to search for a 

way to invent or discover a hoverboard. 

During the series, George finally seduces the Swedish princess across the road and after 

doing so, discovers that she is actually half Greek.  He also invents the hover pencil, which 

makes his family wealth double over night.  These both make his family very proud of him. 



 

DANUET ICE (Danny) 

When Danuet was young he learned, according to ancient Antarctican mythology, that he is 

prophesised to be the one to save the Antarctican people.  As years passed and with the 

death of other believers, Danny had since forgotten about this prophecy. 

His family is of royal Antarctican blood.  His father was a great king and loved by all.  Danny 

has lived in the shadow of his greatness since he was a child. 

Apart from his family, he grew up in contact with few others.  The age expectancy in 

Antarctica is very low with most inhabitants dying before reproductive age.  During his 

youth, many other native Antarcticans perished.  He was in love with one Antarctican girl, 

the only one close to his age, but she disappeared on a floating polar ice cap.  So, being 

lonely, he was forced to become friends with seals, dolphins and other animals.   

There is one great enemy of the Antarcticans and that is the penguin.  The penguin 

population has been growing in Antarctica for some time and wars would break out 

between them and the native humans.  Danuet's parents and the few remaining 

Antarcticans were killed by penguins.  Danuet himself was also bitten and contracted the 

fatal penguin fever.  A terrible illness that lasted the full four months of darkness over 

winter.  In this time, Danuet went crazy, seeing hallucinations and having delusions of 

grandeur.  Every morning he would awake, turn off his alarm clock and then try to kill 

himself for the next 8 hours until knock off time at 5pm.  It was his full time job.     

Failing at suicide, Danuet enrolled into university by correspondence, studying psychology 

and curing himself of his hallucinations, becoming the first person to ever survive penguin 

fever.  He is now a qualified psychologist. 

Danuet being the last surviving Antarctican, decided to leave the harsh ruggedness of 

Antarctica and try to find a better life in Australia.   

Danuet is employed by George's father as a live in psychologist for George.  He helps both 

Mark and George psychologically and with general personal development concepts.  A hard 



worker, Danuet also works in a psychology office during the day, counselling people.  He 

wishes to one day raise enough money to buy an igloo of his own.     

Danuet doesn't understand many of the societal customs of Australians.  Also as Danuet 

hasn't seen girls for quite some time and it being mating season for Antarcticans, when 

Danuet first comes to Australia he initially tries to breed with almost every girl he meets.  

However, after several episodes, he encounters a penguin at the zoo and after a brief fight, 

discovers that the ancient prophecy is true - he is to save the Antarcticans. Danuet's quest 

becomes to fulfil this prophecy. 

During  the series, Danny is helped by George and Mark to find his lost Antarctican girl who 

went missing on the polar ice cap, fulfils his prophecy and moves back to Antarctica with his 

new wife where he becomes a proud King.  One that would have made his father proud. 

 

MARK ALLAN 

As Mark comes from a mafia background, pulling scams is all that he knows.  But at the 

same time he also has a burning desire to make it legitimately in the world.  He is often torn 

between doing scams to pay George's excessive rent in the mansion and fulfilling his dream 

of becoming a legitimate businessman. 

Mark's poor self esteem and depression due to being a failed serial killer is very strong.  

Danuet, being a trained psychologist and feeling empathy as Danuet couldn't manage to kill 

himself in Antarctica, he decides to help Mark.  Danuet has very eccentric techniques and 

decides that the best way to build Mark's self esteem can be achieved through helping Mark 

to actually kill someone.  George also gets involved in the plan.  In the end, Mark doesn't 

actually kill anyone, but through coincidence comes to believe he has, thus curing Mark's 

lack of self confidence in this area.  However, Mark realises that it doesn't actually feel good 

to kill someone, so no longer seeks to become a serial killer.   

During the series, Mark gains business prominence in a legitimate (although slightly shady) 

area, which allows Mark to both gain the respect of his criminal family and stay true to his 

dream of becoming a legitimate businessman.  
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Episode 1 - The Serial Killer 

George is getting severely lectured by his Dad, Alexander the Great XXVII, in the lounge 

room of his mansion (similar scene to Billy Madison being lectured by his father in the movie 

of the same name).  George is told that he has wasted his youth and that he should give up 

on his dreams to create a hoverboard.  That he should accept a senior position in the square 

pencil factory, stop chasing girls and marry Egroeg, an unattractive Greek woman who is a 

friend of the family.  George argues that he doesn't want to work every day in a pencil 

factory or marry an unattractive Greek girl; he wants something greater in life.  Alexander 

calls him crazy and mentions that this is the very reason why he hired Danuet as a live in 

psychologist – to help him to see things sensibly and make something of his life.   

Mark is playing twister by himself in the lounge while listening in to the conversation.  Mark 

asks Alexander if he can use Danuet's services.  Alexander agrees, since George doesn't 

seem to be using the services that Alexander is paying for.  Alexander praises Mark for his 

decision, saying that George should be more like him and hails Mark as being the son he 

wish he had. 

George says he has to excuse himself as they have a party tonight for 'the great' Mark's 

birthday and he needs to help organise it.  George’s Dad, frustrated, gives an ultimatum – 

George has until the end of summer to accept the senior position and marry Egroeg or, at 

least, another Greek girl, or he will be cut off from the family riches.   

George's Dad then storms out the door, but not before Mark thanks him for buying the 

twister game for his birthday. 

George, depressed, talks about how he has made a mess of his life.  Mark agrees, saying 

that his life is also a complete sham.  George asks Mark "How did it happen, Mark? How did 

we become such losers at life?".  Mark replies "I don't know, but I am going to find out". 

Mark goes to Danuet’s psychology office. Danuet is busy throwing tarantulas on a client who 

is screaming and in a panic.  The air con is on and it is freezing inside.  When Mark asks what 

is going on, Danuet explains that the patient has arachnophobia and that this is a form of 



exposure therapy to help him overcome his fear of spiders.  Mark asks why it is so freezing 

in the office, Danny explains that being from Antarctica he works better under these 

conditions. 

Danny, annoyed with the interruption, questions why Mark can’t wait until he gets home to 

speak to him.  Mark reminds him they are having his birthday party tonight so they won't 

have the time.  He tells Danny that George's father wished Danny to see him, to which 

Danny instantly puts his current session on hold.  Mark questions whether Danny should at 

least remove the spiders which are crawling all over his current client first.  Danny says no - 

what Sir Alexander wants, Sir Alexander gets, he will deal with the patient later.  Danny 

ushers his patient, who is in a panic with tarantulas still climbing all over his body, to the 

side of the room, sits him down telling him to remain calm.  The patient looks very anxious 

and is sweating with fear, but nods his head and remains quiet.   

Danny sits Mark down on the chair.  Mark explains to Danny that the visit by George’s Dad 

has thrown him and he feels deep anxiety but he doesn’t know why.  His depression feels 

even worse now.  They talk of Mark's childhood [flashback of Mark's mafia upbringing].  

Mark speaks of how he was voted in his primary school year book as the most likely to 

become a professional killer, details his attempts at killing his gold fish by starvation which 

failed and led it to being bigger and healthier, his repeated failures at murder for his mafia 

family and finally his hurt when it becomes clear to him that he simply cannot kill no matter 

how hard he tries.  And this failure leads to the eventual estrangement from his mafia 

family.   

Danny concludes that Mark is depressed because he hasn’t killed someone to earn the 

respect of his mafia family.  And now Mark is turning 34 and he still hasn't realised this goal.  

He tells Mark that as he is always thinking of his client's needs first, he is willing to help 

Mark  in the only way he can - help Mark kill someone.  

Mark questions the legality of Danuet helping him to kill someone. Danuet replies "Do I tell 

you how to kill people? No! So don’t tell me how to do my job." Mark replies that he will be, 

in fact, telling him how to kill someone [awkward pause].  Danny explains that it is the only 



way to cure Mark’s anxiety and depression and Mark desperate to be cured agrees to the 

plan. 

Scene ends with Danny's previous client jumping out the window, screaming, covered in 

spiders.  ‘Well at least he's overcome his fear of flying’ says Danny.  "Well that's my work 

done for the day", Danny continues and grabs his briefcase ready to leave.  Mark has a 'what 

am I getting myself into' look on his face. 

In the next scene, George, Mark and Danny are back at the mansion talking about Mark 

being a failed serial killer and Danny's plan for him to kill someone.   

George is initially opposed to the idea ‘Danny you can’t help clients to kill people…’ .  Danny 

explains how he feels empathy for Mark as Danny couldn't kill himself no matter how hard 

he tried while enduring the Antarctican blizzard of '99 and suffering penguin fever (show a 

flashback).  Danny explains that his role as a psychologist is to cure people of mental illness 

and that is exactly what he plans to do.  Besides the person that Mark kills will have a family 

who will need counselling after the murder, counselling that Danny can financially take 

advantage of.  It's win/win.  And it's Mark's birthday, let's do something for him for once. 

Danny writes on a white board 'possible people to kill'.  He then asks Mark who he would 

like to kill the most.  But Mark can't think of anyone.  George starts throwing out 

suggestions of people that annoy him.  A debate ensues over what is a good enough reason 

to kill people.  George wants to add girls to the list just because they haven't answered his 

text message after two days, in which the others argue that isn’t a good enough reason to 

kill someone.  But despite the morals behind the choices, no one, apart from George has any 

good reasons/ideas of who to kill. 

Danny says "Ok here is what we will do.  George, it's Mark's party tonight, make sure you go 

around inviting as many people that annoy you as possible.  I will stay here and train Mark in 

the art of killing." George replies ‘Ok well there are a lot of people that annoy me in this city.  

I will do it!" 

 (The next two paragraphs have scenes which cut back and forth to each other) 



George approaches numerous people that he doesn’t like and invites them to the party, 

some after years of no contact.  George has trouble getting people to accept as they don't 

like George either, so are suspicious of him inviting them to a party.  Struggling to convince 

people to come, he starts inviting strangers for the littlest excuses.  (Eg. A charity worker 

stops George in the street, George refuses to sign up to the charity but says that the worker 

is doing a great job and invites him to come to his party.  Someone takes the last chunky 

steak pie from the bakery that George wanted, so he invites them to the party etc).  They all 

refuse.  Finally George runs into attractive blonde female twins and is instantly besotted 

with them until he realises that they finish each other's sentences in an irritating way.  He 

decides this is a good enough reason for them to die.  He asks "would you like to come to a". 

But before he finishes the sentence they interrupt "party tonight?  Sure we would love to!".  

George is happy with his decision.   

Meanwhile, Danny is training Mark in Ancient Antarctican martial arts so that he can 

toughen up and kill people (the training is a takeoff of Jean Claude Van Damme movies such 

as Bloodsport).  Examples - Catching fish in a pond blindfolded with his bare hands, getting 

coconuts dropped on his stomach to toughen him up, punching in slow motion underwater 

while practising his breathing skills.  The scene ends with Mark standing on a pillar, doing 

kicks in the sunrise.   

Later that night, Mark's birthday party is taking place, but as yet nobody has shown up.  

Danny gives Mark a business card holder as a birthday present.  Mark becomes 

overwhelmed with joy as when he looks inside the card holder he finds business cards 

already made up for him, identifying himself as a professional serial killer.  

Mark asks George why he hasn't bought him a present but George changes the topic to 

calling Mark a loser for not having any people at his birthday party.  Mark threatens to kill 

George.  George says "I would like to see you try".  Mark questions why George can't bring 

some of his social elite friends to the party like he usually does.  George responds "I'm not 

bringing people I like to the party and have you embarrass me by running around trying to 

kill them and failing like you always do.  Besides it's amazing how hard it is to get people you 

don't like to actually show up to a party.  But there is no need to worry as I have two blonde 

twins coming who have an annoying habit and surely you will want to kill them.  I don't 



know what's taking them, they should be here by now.  And why the hell is it so cold in 

here!  Danny if you touch the aircon again you are out, I mean it!" 

The door bell rings, but it is only a door to door salesman selling subscriptions to GQ 

magazine.  As the party is so dead, Mark invites him in to join. 

Finally the Blonde twins show up.  George comments how they are late to Mark and 

therefore are just begging to be killed.  Besides it's perfect as they are twins.  You can kill 

one of them and no one's going to care because there is still another one of them.  It's like 

killing a clone.  Mark is not sure and doesn't want to be pressured into killing one of them.  

He wants to get to know them first and make sure the girl he kills is the right one for him – I 

mean, this is his first time.  It has to be special.  Everyone remembers their first time.  

Besides, one of the twins is usually the evil one, maybe it's best to take his time and figure 

out which one that is and kill her. 

Mark gets to know the twins in such a comedic way that it seems to the audience as if they 

are on a mock date of sorts.  Mark begins by sitting them down in a romantic setting.  He 

asks them questions like their views on abortion and other controversial issues, hoping one 

will reply with something that would annoy him.  But they keep finishing each other's 

sentences, making it impossible for Mark to figure out who is the evil twin.  The only 

difference between them is that one of them has a cold. 

Meanwhile, George keeps complaining to Danny that there are no girls at the party.  He 

questions why Danny didn't bring any girls.  Danny's excuse is that he is from Antarctica and 

doesn't know any.  George fires back "Not even a patient?  I wouldn't have cared if she is 

crazy as long as she is hot.  If Mark doesn't kill one of the twins soon, I am going to be 

unable to control himself from hitting on them both".  Danny says "Why don't you have just 

have sex with the good twin and Mark can kill the evil one".  George replies "Danny the evil 

one is always so much better in bed.  Get him to kill the good one".  Danny replies that it is 

not right to kill the good one, even serial killers have morals.   

Meanwhile the twins ask Mark what he does for work.  Mark tells them he is a serial killer 

and hands them a business card.  The girls both remark how cool of a job that is.  And ask 



Mark how many people he has killed so far.  Mark replies none to which one of the girls (the 

twin with the cold) laughs uncontrollably.  Mark, embarrassed, decides this is the evil one he 

must kill.  He gives Danny the thumbs up that he has decided on the one.   

Danny is excited and runs to the kitchen to tell George.  George says "I don't think so, they 

are the only girls here and I have just decided that I want to have sex with them both."  "You 

can't do that!  Why both of them?", Danny replies.  "They're twins.  It's the fantasy.  I want 

to have sex with them both".  George is adamant about this decision and he gets into a 

scuffle with Danny as Danny tries to prevent him from going into the lounge where Mark is.  

George finally gets past but finds the twins not there and Mark with his face in his hands.  

She must be dead, Danny and George think. 

Danny asks if Mark has killed the evil one.  Mark says "No, not yet, I am waiting for them to 

separate from each other, like a lion waits for a zebra to separate from the pack.  But they 

never do separate, they finish each other's sentences, they even just went to the toilet 

together for Christ's sake".  Mark is starting to lean over and Danny notices that Mark is 

drunk "You are drunk!  I told you to stay clear headed.  Murder is serious business".  Danny 

notices that George is gone "Oh no!  Where the hell is George.  Now quick Mark this is your 

last chance before George ruins everything.  There is no time to waste, kill her now".    

Mark, half drunk, quickly fumbles in his bag and pulls out a handkerchief and a small vial and 

races off.  George is leading the twins to his bedroom when he notices that one of them has 

a cold and questions whether she should be a part of the threesome as he doesn't want to 

get sick.  Mark coming out of nowhere rushes in releasing the contents of the small bottle 

onto the handkerchief, comes up behind the evil twin and puts it over her mouth and nose.  

"Die you evil bitch!", says Mark.  Nothing happens.  George has a 'what the hell are you 

doing look' on his face.  The evil twins sniffs, realising that her sinuses are better.  She 

thanks Mark, asking what it was that he gave her.  Mark looks down noticing Lavender oil in 

his hand.  Mark curses "Damn I grabbed the wrong bottle, where is the chloroform?"  The 

evil twin laughs.  George thanks Mark for helping him out, ushers the girls into his room, 

wishes Mark a happy birthday and closes the door on him 



Danny runs to George's room, but it's too late.  He can hear the twins moaning with 

pleasure through the door.  Danny tells Mark that he has missed his chance.  Mark concedes 

that it is the worst birthday party ever.  Danny goes to bed.  Mark goes downstairs, gets a six 

pack of beer, sees the GQ subscription selling guy playing twister by himself and decides to 

drink with him.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 2 - The Living Statue (See attached script) 

It is the morning after the party.  Mark is passed out on the lounge room floor with beer 

bottles all around him.  Passed out on the couch is the magazine subscription seller from the 

previous episode.  Danuet awakes for his usual early morning work at precisely 8am (the 

time he used to awake to try to kill himself in Antarctica).  As he walks past the lounge room 

he trips on Mark's foot, his exercise weights come flying out of his hand and hits a glass 

ornament which starts to rock back and forth.  Danny, picks up his weight and continues on 

his walk.  As Danny closes the door to walk outside, it causes the rocking glass ornament to 

fall off the cupboard, smash on a lower shelf, with a big chard of glass piercing the chest of 

the Magazine subscription seller, killing him.   

George comes down to the lounge room and panics about the mess from the party as a girl 

is about to come over to look at the room for rent.  Mark is hardly listening to George and 

notices a news report on the television about how nickel prices are at an all time high.  Mark 

mentions the idea of melting down five cent coins for their nickel value to George, who 

dismisses the idea.   

George orders Mark to help him clean up.  In the process, they discover that the person on 

the couch is dead.  Mark doesn't remember much from the night before as he is too hung-

over, but George convinces him that he must have somehow killed him, making Mark an 

accomplished murderer and realising his lifelong dream of killing someone.  Mark can't wait 

to tell his parents the good news.  However, when asked how he feels about the murder by 

George, Mark realises that it actually doesn't feel as good to kill someone as he thought.  

Thus dissolving his desire to be a serial killer. 

George tells Mark to get rid of the body.  Mark, being a lazy stoner, tries to find every 

excuse to procrastinate.  He suggests that they just hide the body under some cushions, he 

tries to excuse himself by saying he has to catch a movie at the cinema, he tries everything 

to get out of it.   

Meanwhile Danuet is going for his power walk along the beach when he comes across a 

distressed topless girl who was just given a fine for sunbaking topless on the beach.  Danny 



calls it an outrage that someone would invent such a law and wanting to make things right, 

he tears up the girls ticket and says that he is running for politics. 

Back at the mansion, the door bell rings, it is the girl who is looking for a room to rent.  

George tells Mark to deal with the body while he stalls the girl.  George brings the girl inside 

and after some chatting, he leads her to his laptop to show her pictures of the place.  The 

girl is confused as to why he is showing her photos of the place instead of showing her 

around.  George makes excuses, such as that the place is not clean at the moment.  

Meanwhile Mark fumbles with the body in the lounge room.   

After some complaining by the girl, George explains to her that the reason why she can't 

look around is because she, a potential housemate, only has a level 2 clearance.  George 

explains that she can go in some places in the mansion but not others until she has lived 

there for a while, it's a trust thing.  Besides, even he himself can't go in the pool area, he 

doesn't have the clearance.  The girl is confused as to why George can't even go into the 

pool area, when he actually owns the place.   Mark joins into the conversation and mentions 

how he couldn't even use the bathroom when he first moved in.  The girl argues that she 

wishes a level 4 clearance from the start of her tenancy so she can be allowed everywhere.  

Danny enters the mansion and upon hearing that the girl wishes such a high clearance he 

skitzes out at her, calls her crazy and chases her out of the mansion. 

Several hours later, George asks Mark for his rent money to which Mark replies that he is in 

the process of getting it.  With prodding, Mark goes into detail about how he got rid of the 

body while making money and his hilarious first attempts - including having the dead body 

as a nude life drawing model; having him as a driving instructor; and as an extra as a dead 

guy in a movie - all complete failures.  Finally he found the perfect solution: prop him up as a 

living statue busker that stands still in the mall and collects money.  Mark enthusiastically 

talks about the success of his venture and that he has already made $80, which tweaks 

George's interest.  George calls him a genius.  Mark tells George of his plans to expand so 

that every mall in the country can have a dead guy working in it.  And the good thing is that 

they won't even have to pay them!  Mark exclaims how his new living statue business will 

make his family happy as it proves that he can be successful financially without the mafia. 



Danny walks in and asks George for money for his political campaign.  George offers to 

support him, but on the condition that George himself can run for politics.  After all, Danny 

is an Antarctican citizen - he probably can't even run for politics in Australia.  Besides, this 

could be a good way for George to show his Dad that he is actually a success even though he 

doesn't wish to join the square pencil factory.   

Meanwhile the dead guy in the mall is doing awesomely and attracting attention for his 

amazing abilities to stay still for days on end.  Mark visits his employee and is met by 

another living statue in the mall who complains to Mark how his employee is stealing all of 

his business.  Mark shrugs it off and explains how times have changed, and pretty soon 

Mark's corporation will have the run of the living statue trade worldwide.  The rival living 

statue is angered and curses at Mark. 

In the next scene, George does a political speech for his campaign to a packed audience with 

Danny as his political adviser.  George is off topic for a while, claiming that if elected he will 

do things such as change the 18th century to actually mean the 1800s, clear up what "next 

weekend" means, whether it is "this weekend" or the "one after" and invent other new 

words which will help clear up everyday confusing circumstances.  He also claims how he 

will get rid of 5 cent coins which, with inflation, is a waste of pocket space.   And how 

everyone should have three day weekends as only an idiot would want to work so much. 

Finally with a push from Danny, George exclaims his plans to allow topless bathing 

everywhere in the city.  To drive home his point he picks out a girl in the crowd and asks 

everyone who would like to see her take her top off.  The crowd scream in unison "Take it 

off" "Take it off".  The young girl argues that she is only 15.  Danny gets on the microphone 

and chants "Take it off" "Take it off".  And she does.  The crowd cheers, resting George's 

case.  After the speech the 15 year old comes up to George and after some conversation, he 

agrees to let her to move into the mansion. 

The next morning Mark is checking George's pulse while he sleeps.  George awakes during 

this and is annoyed at Mark.  Mark explains that he was just checking to see if he was dead 

and says how hard it is to find dead people for his new business.  George mentions how if 

Mark still wanted to be a serial killer after last night's success, he wouldn't have that 



problem.  Danny rushes in and informs George that they won the election - George is the 

new mayor. 

In the next scene George is meeting with his political constituents.  He orders all of his plans 

to be executed - including the topless bathing legislation and all of the five cent coins in the 

city to be collected and brought to him. 

A few days later, Danny, George, Mark and the topless girl are watching the news in the 

mansion's lounge room.  The top story shows how the city is falling apart under George's 

rule.  The city is on fire with flames that are out of control.  In the footage we can see a 

fireman with a beer excitedly yelling "Wooo 3 day weekend!!!" and doing nothing to put out 

the fire.  A random guy comes in front of the camera screaming "I just need a 5 cent coin, 

somebody give me a 5 cent coin!"  George, seeing the devastating effect of his leadership, 

simply says "that's a shame" and mentions how some of the millions he made from melting 

down 5 cent coins for their nickel value will pay for the damages.  Mark attacks George for 

his lack of empathy and also for stealing his 5 cent coin idea to which George asks Mark how 

his statue is doing. "Damn! I forgot all about him", replies Mark.   Finally, on the news it is 

declared that the new topless bathing law has been approved!  Everyone high fives. 

In the next scene, Mark, Danuet, George and the topless girl arrive at the mall to find the 

living statue looking worse for wear.  There are flies around him, a dog is gnawing on his leg.  

People complain of the odour.  Mark realises that his business is ruined. 

Suddenly, out of nowhere comes the rival living statue who complained previously about 

Mark stealing all of his business.  He screams at Mark for ruining his life and runs at him with 

a knife.  In slow motion we see that he is heading straight towards Mark when he suddenly 

notices the topless girl's bare breasts, gets distracted, trips on Mark's foot and lands on the 

dead living statue piercing his chest with his knife, precisely where the dead guy was 

originally wounded.   

The ambulance and  police are quick to arrive.  The ambulance workers declare the body as 

being dead and the police arrest the rival living  statue worker, who complains that he 

doesn't want to be in a jail cell, standing still all of the time doing nothing. 



George realises that he won't win his family's respect as he is a failure as a politician.   Mark 

realises that he won't win the respect of his parents as his latest business venture is a 

failure.  George grabs the donations from the dead living statue jar and informs Mark that 

he is sweet for rent for the next fortnight. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 3 - The Sexual Tension 

A new female housemate (the 15 year old in the previous episode who bares her breasts in 

the "take it off" segment of the political rally) moves in to the mansion and the sexual 

tension in the household is rising.  Danny is immediately obsessed with her.  He voices to 

Mark and George that they should put a video camera in her shower.  His reasoning is that 

sooner or later she will do it to them, so they might as well pre-emptive strike her.  He 

explains his reasoning, mentioning that pre-emptive strikes are the right thing to do and is 

what the US did in the Gulf Wars.  George mentions how Danny seems to know a lot about 

world history considering he has been in Antarctica for the last 30 years.  George mentions 

his own troubles with girls, how they are all out of town or in relationships now and he 

hasn't had sex for days.  Mark says he hasn't for years.  And there is a general agreement 

that everyone is sexually uptight at the moment, but they must rise above it and not do 

anything stupid, like putting a video camera in the bathroom. 

The next morning, Danny is caught smelling the new housemate’s underwear, she is 

shocked and voices to Danny that she is not interested in him.  Mark and George find out 

about it and they discuss with Danny that smelling the underwear of a 15 year old is not 

appropriate.  Danny being from Antarctica is confused.  So Mark and George explain how in 

this country there are acceptable ages of girls which you can smell the underwear of.  Even 

though this girl is very developed, 15 is actually illegal when it comes to sexual conduct and 

Danny could be called what is known as a paedophile.  Danny asks what is an appropriate 

age for girls.  George explains that any girl over 16 is legal.  Danny voices that it isn't fair as 

he read that Elvis Presley first met Priscilla when she was 14.  How come he gets away with 

it?  George explains "Yes but that's Elvis.  You're not Elvis Danny!"   Danny asks what the age 

limit is, to which Mark says there is none.  Danny says "what, you can sleep with Grandmas 

and that's legal?  You guys are sick!  And a perfectly well developed girl about to turn 16 is 

illegal?"  Mark and George give up explaining it to him and suggest that he does whatever 

he wants as long as there is consent - a subject that Danny also fails to grapple with.   

Danny is devastated at the rejection from the new housemate.  He goes to work, but cannot 

get it off his mind.  It's the first time he has ever been rejected, there have been no girls in 

Antarctica since he went through puberty, so the first cut is the deepest.  He cannot reason 



how this girl doesn't like him.  During one of his counselling sessions, he turns to one of his 

mental patients for advice – a black man named Nella Kram who believes he is an African 

witch doctor.  Nella refuses to help at first, as he is the one paying for a counselling session.  

But Danny's persistence and ability to continually bring the conversation back to his own 

problems pays off.   

Nella suggests that he put his semen on something belonging to her, which is a custom in 

some African tribes to make the female fall in love with the male.   

George and Mark meet the Swedish princesses who have just moved into the mansion 

across the road.  They have a Ferrari and matching tennis outfits, although of different 

colours, about to drive off to play some tennis.  George instantly takes a shine to Delta, the 

blonde.  While Mark falls for Phoebe, the brunette.  During conversation Delta mentions 

how she can't even put back in the fold out couch in their living room and how she is useless 

around the house.  George instantly offers his help to which Delta replies that they are on 

their way out, but that he can come over and help out anytime.  George and Mark get so 

excited after the encounter that they decide to party to celebrate.       

Danny comes home and excitedly tells George and Mark his new wisdom about making girls 

fall in love, who by this stage are very drunk.  And they get straight to work.   

Danny makes a home cooked meal for his housemate.  While she is waiting for dinner to be 

served, he goes into the kitchen and secretly begins masturbating with the plan to put his 

semen in her food, thus having her fall in love with him.  He almost gets caught by her on 

several occasions.  She is suspicious and knows something is up.  

Danny finds it hard to ejaculate without any visual stimulation, so he sneaks into her room 

and steals her bedside photo of her and her mother.  Taking it back to the kitchen he 

continues to masturbate. 

Meanwhile, George and Mark are at the Swedish princesses' house, who are still out playing 

tennis.  Noticing a half open window, they try to open it, but being drunk and clumsy they 

accidentally break it.  They climb inside and move through the house.  Finding the first girl's 

bedroom, they fight over who is going to go inside, pushing each other until Mark finally 

wins the battle, gets inside and locks the door leaving a cursing George outside.  



George makes his way to the other girls' bedroom.  It turns out to be Delta's, leading George 

to do a 'yes!!' air punch.  He begins masturbating on her pillow.  The 80s hit "take my breath 

away" by Berlin is playing, as George imagines himself and Delta, them meeting and falling 

in love etc.  He climaxes.  Meanwhile Mark, very drunk, is unable to get an erection.  He 

curses himself.  He talks to Phoebe's pillow, making excuses, swearing it has never 

happened before.   

(The song 'Are you old enough?' by Dragon is playing briefly as the scene cuts to Danny).  

Danny is continuing to masturbate over the photo of their housemate and her mother.  He 

gets ready to ejaculate onto her plate of food. When suddenly she walks in and catches him 

during the act.  She demands to know what is happening.  Danny yells "I just want to make 

you like me!  I am doing this for you!"  She freaks out and tells Danny she is moving out, 

runs to her room and hurriedly packs her things and leaves. 

George and Mark meet in the Swedish princesses' lounge room.  George questions Mark 

how he went.  Mark says he went well, in a non confident let down kind of way.  George 

notices the couch in the lounge and puts the fold out bed back in.  George suggests to Mark 

that maybe they should break something else in the house so that they have an excuse to 

come back and help out.  How it could be a regular thing.  They can fix one thing and then 

break another.  Mark replies that they have already broken the window, that will do for 

now.   

George looks at the window and sees the princesses returning, driving into the garage.  

"They're back!", George screams and in a mad panic he pushes over Mark onto the couch.  

George runs out the front door.  Mark picks himself up and runs for it, though the Swedish 

princesses have already entered the house and see him leave, look out their window and 

see George running for it as well. 

George and Mark return to their mansion.  Danny straight away tells them in a casual way 

"well the new housemate moved out.  She is a real prude".  George is in a panic - "I think we 

got caught!  Did they see you, Mark?"  Mark answers "I don't know!  I don't know!" also in a 

panic.  George goes into hysterics about how they are going to be outcasted by society.  

How they will have to move elsewhere.  How it this may fly in Africa but around these parts, 

people don't look kindly on people cumming on their things. 



The next day the Swedish princesses come to George's mansion.  They ask to talk to Mark 

and George.  George lets them in, Delta giving him a flirty look in her eyes (possibly due to 

the success of the pillow cum).  All sitting down with a silent tension that you could cut with 

a knife, Phoebe asks what they were doing in their house.   

"We know what you did", says Delta.  George and Mark look at each other in a terror.  

"Yeah...", says Phoebe.  George starts to explain "Look we were just trying to make you girls 

like us."  Phoebe finishes "We know you broke the window".  A relief washes over them.  "Is 

this what this is all about haha", Laughs Mark.  "Yes, we broke the window.  We were going 

to tell you about that.  But it's ok, I will buy another window and will come over and fix it for 

you girls", George says.  Phoebe is still angry and asks what they were doing breaking into 

their house anyway.  George explains that they were putting the fold out couch back in for 

them.  And reminds them that Delta did say that he could come over at anytime.  How were 

they to know that they didn't mean when they weren't home and the door was locked.  Or 

they didn't mean to try to climb through the window.  George repeats the fact is "Delta said 

to come over any time."  Delta defends George and agrees that what he is saying is true.  

Mark explains that they wanted to surprise them before they returned home, just like they 

do in the movies.   George looks at Mark like he's an idiot and questions what movie ever 

had that in it.  Phoebe leaves annoyed but somewhat placated and Delta flirts with George a 

little and then leaves. 

George and Mark high five while George says "We didn't get caught!  They don't even know 

that we came on their pillows!  We can stay in the neighbourhood.  And we have an excuse 

to go over there again, to fix the window!".  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 4 - The Last of the Antarcticans 

George and Mark are in the mansion, looking out the window, watching the Swedish 

princesses jogging back to their place.  George is happy that Delta has a good running style, 

which is important to him. George mentions how he once dumped a girl because she had a 

weird running style – I mean who would go out with a girl who runs like a retard.  Mark 

notices that Phoebe, whilst having an average running style, is leading the run back and 

declares that speed is more important than style – style isn’t going to save you from a 

cheetah for instance.  Mark comments how he is a fast runner.  

George questions Mark’s running ability in which Mark states that whilst he hasn't run since 

being inspired the first time he watched Forest Gump, he could beat a stupid cheetah in a 

race.  Raising an eyebrow, George takes him up on the challenge and agrees to take Mark to 

the local zoo to introduce him to a cheetah, besides George wants to see the albino bear 

'snowflake' that he keeps seeing on post cards and advertisements of the zoo.  Danny, 

listening in, mentions that he wants to see the new Antarctica exhibit and joins them.  

Later, the three of them are walking in the zoo.  Danny sees the Antarctica exhibit and walks 

over to the enclosure.  Mark and George come to the cheetah enclosure.  George introduces 

Mark to the cheetah and asks if he still thinks he can beat it in a race.  Mark still believes he 

can – I mean look at how skinny the thing is.  George says he’ll see if he can arrange it. 

George leaves to see the albino bear ‘Snowflake’.  Mark stays and taunts the cheetah saying 

how it can’t be that fast if it’s an endangered species and can’t even roar, etc. The cheetah 

just sits there oblivious. 

Danny is looking at the Antarctica exhibit that features a penguin enclosure. He walks over 

to it but then recognises one of the penguins that used to bully him as a child back in 

Antarctica.  Danny hides behind a tree and secretly watches the bully penguin. There is a 

flashback of when Danny was a kid and the penguin would bully him and make him cry. 

Danny approaches the penguin and after an awkward catch up asks the penguin why he is 

here, but there is no reply.  Danny starts to suspect that the penguin is actually there for 

suspicious reasons, perhaps he has followed him to Australia. 



George goes to the bear enclosure to find out that Snowflake has been dead for 2 years, but 

obviously the zoo is still gaining visitors by misleading people into thinking it is still alive (e.g. 

by having Snowflakes picture on postcards advertising the zoo).  George is outraged.  In the 

enclosure a sad looking brown bear is laying on the concrete floor.  George feels sorry for 

the bear and promises it that he will return with a mattress so at least it has something 

comfortable to lay on.  

The next day, Mark starts training for his big race.  He starts racing against the 

neighbourhood (domestic) cat.  Mark is very confident. "Well this should be no problem.  

I’m gaining on the cat”.  George: “You know cheetahs are faster than house cats".  Mark: 

“No they’re not. Cheetahs are bigger, so they have more weight to carry.  It slows them 

down”. 

George decides to help train Mark.  The training session is shown through a rocky montage 

with ‘Eye of the tiger’ by Survivor playing. The montage includes the famous rocky line 

‘there is no tomorrow!’ and a scene where Mark races the cat on a beach and finally beats 

it, in which Mark and George run into the ocean jumping up and down, hugging and 

laughing.  

After the training, George and Mark goes back to the zoo.  Mark  continues to taunt the 

cheetah he will be racing.  He wears a cheetah fur suit to try to annoy the cheetah, saying 

that the fur belongs to the cheetah's mother.  The cheetah continues to sit there oblivious 

and cute.  

Meanwhile, George gives the bear a mattress.  The bear instantly loves it and starts laying 

on it.  Soon another bear comes out of hiding and starts to fight the bear for it.  Then a few 

more come out and also get jealous of the mattress.  A zoo keeper walks in to feed the 

bears and George complains to him about the zoo not having mattresses for all of the bears.  

The zoo keeper responds he wasn't aware they even had one mattress.  George complains 

that this zoo is a disgrace.  They have animals purely as money makers and really don't care 

for their welfare.  The animals are depressed with no purpose in their lives and not even 

anything nice to lay on.  Furthermore, pretending there is still an albino bear at the zoo is a 

disgrace, this zoo really isn't fit to have any bears.  The zoo keeper warns that there is a 

reason for the condition of the enclosure, these are smart bears, you can't give them too 



much or they will get used to it and all hell will break loose.  The zoo keeper walks off, 

forgetting his key is still in the lock of the enclosure.  George opens the enclosure door so 

that the bears can escape and leaves. 

Not being able to forget his chance encounter with the penguin, Danny sneaks into the zoo 

to see the bully penguin.  He interrogates and tortures the penguin to get information on  

what the Antarctic penguins are doing here. The penguin eventually cracks and (through 

subtitles) informs Danny that there is an ancient prophecy that Danny is the chosen one to 

bring peace to Antarctica.  The prophecy says that he can accomplish this by leading the 

bears back to their ancestral lands and take control from the penguins, who invaded and 

drove the polar bears out in the time before ice.  When asked why the Antarctic penguins 

are in Australia, the penguin responds that those in power are scared to lose it and do not 

want to see the return of the ‘king’.  The penguin is here to stop him returning.  The penguin 

then admits that Danny’s parents’ death was not an accident.  It was part of a plot to rid 

Antarctica of all mammals that posed a threat to the penguin's plans for domination.  Danny 

does not believe the words of the penguin. 

Day of the big race. George enters the cheetah enclosure with Mark.  A big crowd has 

gathered around, including Danny and the Swedish princesses.  In the background, the 

penguin enclosure has been closed to the public for ‘repairs’.  Mark is in sprint gear (with 

stripes like a zebra) and is doing stretches.  A zoo staff member has a starter’s gun and asks 

Mark and the cheetah to get into position.  The staff member starts the race and Mark 

shoots off.   The cheetah doesn't move at all and if anything seems to be a little frightened 

from the starter's gun.  Mark runs the length of the enclosure, with his awkward but fast 

running style and finishes first (the cheetah didn’t even start).  Mark throws up his hands in 

triumph at having won the race.  Mark is a hero and everyone is congratulating him.  On a 

high, he runs up to Phoebe (with his awkward running style) and asks her out on a date.  She 

tells him that he has a poor running style and that she isn't interested in dating a guy that 

runs like a retard.  Mark defends himself "it's speed that matters - not running style!!" She 

disagrees, "it's what you do with your body not how fast you are with it".  Mark is 

devastated and walks backwards, away from Phoebe, hoping she will give him a glimmer of 

hope that she has changed her mind.  Suddenly the cheetah leaps out, grabs Mark and 



starts to eat him.  Mark is yelling "help help it's thinks I'm a zebra".  The zoo keepers 

intervene and Mark is rushed to hospital.  

The show finishes with George, Danny and Mark at home. Mark is all bandaged up and worn 

out.  They are eating dinner in which Mark asks what type of meat it is. Danny replies it's 

penguin.  Danny tells them of his upbringing in Antarctica and the prophecy that the 

penguin spoke of, but also explains how he still does not believe the prophecy to be true. 

On the television comes a news flash mentioning rogue bears in the city, breaking into 

people's houses and sleeping in their beds.  George comments how he was the one that 

introduced them to the joys of mattresses.  And mentions how funny it is, kind of like the 

mirror image to the story of Goldilocks where Goldilocks snuck into a bear's place and fell 

asleep in their bed.  Mark tells George how irresponsible he is and doesn't find it funny at 

all.  Mark goes into a dramatic speech about how animals shouldn't know the joys we 

humans have as otherwise they will want everything.  Soon they will be playing video games 

and watching bear porn on the internet and there is no way Mark wants to accidentally 

download bear porn.  George tells Mark to be reasonable, they're just bears.  George asks if 

Mark has the rent money. Mark says he does, as he put a wager on himself for the race and 

cleaned up, however most went towards hospital bills, leaving just enough to pay rent.  

Mark exhausted from the day, decides to go to bed early when he walks into his room and 

sees a bear asleep in his bed.  Mark sighs "perfect". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Episode 5 - The Charity Workers 

Mark's parents hear of how he killed someone and invite him back to the join the mafia 

family.  But Mark refuses as he wants to be a legitimate business man and show them that 

one can succeed without resorting to crime.  They argue with Mark that everyone is a 

criminal, especially successful businessmen and that being a criminal is the future for him.  

Mark argues that he wishes to remain true to his values, that he wishes to start a legitimate 

business and he needs to get a job so that he can raise the money to do so.   

Danny is seeing a client, who claims that he is suffering from a mental illness caused by time 

travel.  Danny advises that he can cure his mental problems by giving him some meaning 

and purpose in his life (logotherapy).  He suggests that his client find a cause that he cares 

about and supports it by becoming a charity worker.  This is Danny's standard treatment, so 

far he has set up hundreds of charity workers around the city as part of his therapy.  It is an 

easy treatment method for Danny as it requires minimal effort. 

Mark has an interview with a female sales manager for the position of a sales technician.  

She is immediately confused as to why Mark has his resume printed out on a roll of toilet 

paper.  Mark is equally confused as he originally thought that the sales manager job (the job 

of the person doing the interview) was actually the job on offer.  The sales manager assures 

him that, no, she has that job, so there is only a sales technician position available.  Mark 

refuses to accept this and they get into an argument, with Mark trying everything he can to 

persuade her job from her.  The head boss of the company walks past, hears the noise and 

after questioning what is going on, he praises Mark for his go get them attitude and tells the 

sales manager to hire him as another manager. 

Meanwhile, George meets an old man who owns a time-travelling goat – the rarest of all the 

goat species. He is allowed to borrow the goat on the condition that he obey the three rules 

of time travel.   

Mark walks along a busy street on the way to his new work.  He is harassed by several 'sign 

up to charity' workers but finally he arrives.   



Mark is nervous on his first day of work.  This is heightened as he is asked to do the dreaded 

“tell us about yourself” speech at a staff meeting.  He tries to be funny, answering the 

question as if it is a dating question “well I like long walks along the beach…” However no 

one laughs.   The rest of his speech goes terribly, with Mark attempting a few more jokes 

that are followed by awkward silence.  Everyone returns to their desks thinking Mark is an 

idiot and Mark feels like killing himself (or his new employees).  

(The scenes in this paragraph and the next paragraph cut back and forth).  George goes on 

an adventure through time with the goat.  He immediately wishes to have sex with as many 

famous girls throughout history as he can.  He goes back to Ancient Egypt to have sex with 

Cleopatra, though he is disappointed to find she isn't as good looking as her legend and 

decides against it.  He travels to November 5th, 1955 and seduces Grace Kelly.  He meets his 

idol Casanova and learns some of his skills with women, including the art of "social proof" - 

the concept that if you can get one girl to like you, others will follow.   

Over the next few days, Mark gets annoyed with being continually asked to sign up or 

donate to some charity cause every time he walks outside.  He keeps running into one 

charity worker in particular who is somewhat hell bent on signing Mark up.  Mark comes up 

with decoys and manoeuvres to avoid the charity workers - like pretending he’s on the 

phone or hiding until the charity worker has ‘caught’ someone else.   

Mark is under great stress due to the avoiding the charity workers and feeling bad about his 

first day speech.  He tells Danny how he has to take a 40min detour on the way home just to 

avoid them.  He mentions that he feels like killing himself.  Danny tells Mark to remember 

George's only rule in the mansion - if you are going to kill yourself you have to give two 

weeks notice and find someone else to move in.  Mark complains that he can't wait two 

weeks and decides that for now he will just call in sick to work.  He has always hated the 

process of calling in pretending to be sick though, it's such an anxious thing to do.  Danny 

offers to do it for $20, to which Mark agrees.  On the phone to the manager Danny makes a 

complete mess of it, going off topic and making Mark out to sound like a homosexual.  The 

phone call is such a failure that Mark decides to just go into work.  

Mark is again frustrated by the charity workers on the way to work.  Mark arrives into his 

office on edge and ready to explode.  He begins looking at his serial killer business cards 



contemplating returning to this career path.  Suddenly he is interrupted by a fellow staff 

member, who is asking Mark to donate some money for another work colleagues birthday 

gift.   Mark snaps and throws a keyboard at the staff member, saying how sick he is of being 

asked to donate money towards causes.  Mark is immediately called into the Manager’s 

office where he is informed that it’s not working out and that they’re letting him go.  Mark 

says he understands that you can’t throw keyboards at other people.  However the boss 

replies that it was more the introductory speech that made the decision for him and that 

Mark wasn’t the type of person they were looking for.  

As he exits the building, Mark runs into the same charity worker that bugs him the most. 

The charity worker asks Mark "so how about it?".  Mark snaps (think airport scene in the 

movie flying high).  He hits the guy and walks down the street, fighting off dozens of charity 

workers that keep coming up to him asking to sign up - even beating up those guys in koala/ 

panda costumes and male Swedish tourists working for extra traveling cash.  Mark soon 

realizes he’s outnumbered as other charity workers close in on him.  Mark is circled and a 

camera pans across the faces of the charity workers - the camera pans passed Danny’s client 

from the beginning of the episode with ‘save Antarctica’ written on his t-shirt and continues 

past many others to finally scroll down to two Ewoks which are very angry with ‘save the 

forests of Endor’ signs.  There is a blowing of a horn and the charity workers make a 

‘column’ of men, revealing the first initial charity worker (done up like lord of the flies).   He 

introduces a ninja in full outfit with a sign around his neck saying ‘Support the Ninja Training 

School’.  The column of men start chanting softly.  The Ninja backflips in and fly kicks Mark.    

The column of men cry out in joy (lalalalalalala - native Indian style) and Mark gets mobbed. 

George is travelling into the near future to see if hoverboards exist, unfortunately he finds 

no evidence of them.  Just as he is about to leave the future, George witnesses bears 

working as bouncers outside a nightclub.  He questions what is going on and finds a 

newspaper article explaining that the bears are evolving, becoming members of society and 

also being used in the Antarctican penguin wars with Danuet Ice.  George is amazed - the 

prophecy Danny spoke of is true!  He rips out the article from the newspaper and puts it in 

his pocket.  He can't wait to get back to tell Danny and in his hast breaks one of the rules of 

time travelling – he accidently wears purple.  The goat freaks out and a bright light appears.  

George wakes up back in the present day.  He is hung over laying next to the (passed out) 



old man who loaned him the time travelling goat.  There is no sign of the goat.  He wonders 

if the whole experience was real or if he just dreamed it.  

Mark returns home to the mansion very injured and bandaged up.  Danny is annoyed with 

Mark's brawl with the ‘charity workers’ as it has become so highly publicised that the 

council is looking at minimising the numbers of charity workers to prevent such large brawls 

happening in the future.  With limits to the amount of charity workers on the street, Danny 

can no longer simply send his patients into this course of treatment.  Danny may have to do 

some actual therapy work for once.  

George tells Danny about his possible trip into the future and how the prophecy is true, 

Danny is to save Antarctica.  That is of course it wasn't all a dream which is a possibility too.  

Danny disbelieves that George actually experienced it.  George suddenly remembers the 

newspaper article from the future and he pulls it out from his pocket, confirming the 

prophecy is true.  He shows it to Danny and they are both amazed.   

Danny asks George if he saw any charity workers in the future, George replies that he didn't, 

which makes Danny sad.  Danny asks George if he can borrow the goat so he can see more 

of the prophecy, to which George replies that he accidentally broke one of the rules of time 

travel and doesn’t know what happened to the goat.   

Ending shows Danny's patient from the start of the episode discovering the goat for his first 

time and accidentally travelling through time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 6 - Social Media is bigger than Jesus 

Danny decides that before he fulfils the Antarctican prophecy by fighting the penguins in a 

war where he may possibly die, he wants to bare a son to ensure his ancient Antarctican 

bloodline is  kept alive.  He wishes to find a pureblood Antarctican girl if possible.   He goes 

out to bars and nightclubs (where he dances the national Antarctican mating dance - think 

of a bird of paradise doing a mating dance) but he has no luck with finding a girl from 

Antarctica.   

He tries speed dating, where the people vote ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to who they would like to see 

again.  He drinks the 'complimentary wine' and has ‘dates’.  None of the girls are from 

Antarctica: a girl with a (pirate) eye patch [‘no’]; Siamese twins - one head likes Danny but 

the other head persuades her against it ['no'], Catwoman who is still hung up on Batman 

['no'] and finally a penguin, to which Danny has had enough and says “ok, I’m outta here”.  

Meanwhile at the mansion, Mark comes home after being rejected on a first date as she 

found out that he only has 70 friends on Facebook.  Mark is so distraught that he threatens 

to delete his Facebook.  George prevents him, telling him that he can't just do that.  George 

proclaims that social media is bigger than the real world and it must be treated with such 

importance. 

George decides to help Mark increase his social media profile by showing him a secret 

ingredient to his success with women.  He introduces Mark to a whole new world of 

Facebook.    He talks of fake friends and fake followers.  Mark is amazed and wants in.  

George agrees but warns Mark of the golden rule - never ever tell anyone - "You don't want 

to know the last person that was caught out for having fake friends - he was out casted from 

society". 

Danny comes home frustrated from his speed dating.  George promises that social media 

can help Danny to find an Antarctican girl, but after searching on Facebook they can't find 

any.  Danny realises that it will be hard to find a pure blood Antarctican.  He decides that his 

focus should be on the prophecy but as it is the breeding season for his people and he is of 

age, he is just going to go after any girl.  On YouTube they find a video of a local female 



Antarctican explorer, the first woman to ‘worm’ across Antarctica.  "Close enough", says 

Danny.  George says he will use his connections to  organise a date with her and Danny. 

(Begin Montage - "Open your heart" by Madonna is playing) 

Mark is excitedly making fake profiles. 

Danny and the girl meet at an ice skating ring.  Danny flops down on his belly on instinct at 

the entrance to the ice and flaps his hands like a penguin across the ice to the middle where 

he stands up again and continues to skate like a pro. The girl, while ok, is not as good as 

Danny but the date goes well.  They kiss. 

Mark accepts his 1000th fake friend and he jumps in the air with George in excitement. 

(End of Montage) 

Delta, the Swedish princess, has finally accepted George as a friend on Facebook and he is 

so excited that he continues to jumps around the room with Mark.  He then goes through 

and stalks her profile relentlessly.    

After many hours of George doing nothing but creeping her profile, Mark persuades George 

that maybe he should do something in the real world.   He suggests that George go over to 

her place, finally fix that window and talk to her.  George is like "no way, I can embarrass 

myself in real life, I can't online as I have time to think about how to respond. Besides we 

are both liking every status that each other puts up and messaging heaps on here, I think 

she really likes me!  I don't want to mess anything up, this is too important to see her in real 

life." 

George asks Mark if he's added Phoebe yet on Facebook, Mark replies no.  George says "Ok 

good.  Because I am friends with her, so we will creep her Facebook and I want you take 

notes.  I want you to get on your Facebook and like everything that she likes, I want you to 

change your quotes to be similar, music tastes, God damn it I want your birthday to be 

changed to match her compatibility as a star sign.  And update your status to something 

about helping out at the local soup kitchen and how you cry watching the titanic.  Mark, you 

as a person no longer exists!!!!"  Mark questions why.  George explains that from now on his 

Facebook is a bait designed to catch Phoebe. 



Meanwhile Danny accepts the girl he had the great date with on Facebook and after seeing 

her photos and going through her Facebook profile he realises he doesn't like her anymore.  

He tells this to Mark, who argues "Real life is more important, Danny, real life is where it 

matters"  Danny says it isn't.  George comes into the conversation and agrees that Danny is 

right, Facebook is more important.   

Mark asks George how he is doing with Delta and if he has seen her in real life yet.  George 

explains that what he is doing at the moment is using advanced fake Facebook skills, so he 

can't be seen by her.  Mark questions what George means and George shows Mark his 

Facebook and exactly how deep the rabbit hole goes.  He explains that on his recent trip 

back in time Casanova taught him the concept of "social proof".  Basically when one girl likes 

you, if another girl finds out, she will start to like you too.  He has adapted Casanova's 

theory to fit modern times.  He has fake girls flirt with him on his Facebook wall, they check 

themselves in on dates with him.  Mark is amazed by the complexity of this web of lies that 

George has built around himself.  "Are you telling me that Ellie Svensson, the girl you have 

been checking in with on Facebook for the last week isn't even real?!", Mark asks. 

"Completely fake!  I have been hiding in my room all week", George replies.  George 

explains that real girls will see how popular he is and will thus suddenly become interested 

in him.  Mark questions why George is doing this as he is already popular with girls, George 

responds "have you seen Ellie Svensson's profile picture!??  Apart for Delta there are no girls 

as hot as her around these parts.  I need a super hot girl to get the attention of a girl like 

Delta.  Even if she's not real".     

George and Mark's conversation is interrupted by a visit by George's father to the mansion.  

He tells George that Egroeg wants to add him on Facebook and questions why George hasn't 

accepted her yet.  George says to his Dad that he has found the love of his life (Delta).  His 

Dad warns that she better be a Greek girl.  George tells him she isn't but he will do it his own 

way.  Mark interrupts and suggests that George really should accept her friend request as 

George is always saying that the more friends on Facebook the better.  George's father, as 

usual, praises Mark for being the son he wished he had.  George's father leaves.  Mark tells 

George he is ready to add Phoebe on Facebook. 



Meanwhile, Phoebe and Delta are talking.  Delta is mentioning how she thought she was 

starting to like George but she has since realised that he is a player.  And mentions how he 

keeps Facebook messaging her, he doesn't even like her enough to come over to her place 

and say hi.  Phoebe gets a friend request from Mark.  "Oh my God Mark just added me, he's 

a such a loser.  What I do?" Delta suggests that she has to accept him because he lives right 

across the road.  Phoebe is annoyed but agrees that there is no way out of it.  Delta 

suddenly panics from a text message she receives and starts to cry. "Phoebe I have terrible 

news!", she says. 

Meanwhile, Mark is excited.  "Phoebe accepted me on Facebook!!!!" 

George congratulates Mark.  And he talks to Mark of how Delta has stopped liking his 

statuses and answering his messages on Facebook.  Mark asks what George is going to do 

about it.  George says, he doesn't know, just keep liking her statuses and see if she starts 

liking his again.  A new status from Delta pops up.  "Oh here's a new status from her, I will 

like this too", George says. 

George ‘likes’ Delta's status update not realising that it said that her grandmother has just 

died.  He soon realises his mistake but it is too late.  Some of Delta's friends have already 

begun responding to his like, writing under her post questioning how anyone could like such 

a status.  George is in a panic.  Mark suggests that he pretends that he was actually liking 

the status thinking that the ‘like’ would offer comfort and support.  George comments 

under that status that he had this intention, but nobody believes it.  They all gang up on him 

online. 

The Antarctican explorer shows up to the mansion to see Danny and  asks why he hasn't 

answered her calls.  He explains that he likes her in person but not on Facebook.  And you 

need to like people on both places...Facebook more so.  She replies that he is ‘sick in the 

head’.  Danny replies that he's not the one worming across Antarctica.   

Mark goes outside and runs into Phoebe.  Phoebe sees Mark and tells him how she thought 

he was a loser but now that she has gotten to know him through Facebook, maybe he isn't 

such a bad guy.  Mark agrees that he is great and wishes her condolences for her Grandma.  



She smiles and says he is a wonderful guy, not like his housemate George.  Mark is so proud 

and realises that fake Facebook game actually works!!!!   

Next day, George wishes Mark a happy birthday.  Mark says thanks, but that it's only his 

fake birthday though of course, they celebrated his real one a few weeks before.  George 

asks why he would do such a stupid thing.  Mark reminds George that it was he who 

suggested that Mark change his birth date to make it compatible with Phoebe's star sign.  

George freaks out - this is one of the loopholes – fake friends can’t wish you a happy 

birthday unless you manually do it.  They log onto Facebook to discover that Rainer, a nerdy 

real Facebook friend of Mark's, has posted a comment saying what a loser Mark is for having 

so many friends and no birthday wishes.  Rainer's comment is liked by 20 others including 

Phoebe.  Mark is devastated! 

Outraged Mark de-friends Rainer on Facebook, besides he never sees him and doesn’t really 

like him anyway.  Mark tries to manually get his fake friends to wish him a happy birthday 

but instead accidently wishes himself a happy birthday in a status update. This of course 

gets funny, negative comments.  He asks George why he didn’t wish him a happy birthday, 

in which George responds it isn't actually his birthday but yes he did, in person. Mark angrily 

responds that he didn’t need a personal verbal message but a cold electronic Facebook 

message.  It’s all about status, not real life interaction! George is satisfied that Mark has 

finally ‘got’ Facebook.  

In the next scene George runs into Delta and she skitzes out at him.  She gets up him for 

liking that her Grandmother died.  In the heat of the argument she yells out that he is such a 

player too with all of the girls he is seeing.  George defends himself "those girls aren't even 

real, they are fake!  I made them up to make other girls like me!"  Delta replies "that is even 

worse, you should be outcasted from society".  George reasons "all this, it's not me, inside I 

am more".  Delta replies "George, it's not who you are underneath, it's what you do that 

defines you" (Batman Begins take off).  Delta walks off. 

Mark ends up running into Rainer, the guy he de-friended on Facebook.  He is asked why he 

deleted him in which Mark defends it must have been an accident.  Rainer doesn't buy it 

"Oh yeah like it's an accident to not only click on 'delete', but then also click 'ok' to confirm".  

Mark reacts angrily and argues that Rainer didn’t even wish him a happy birthday.  Mark 



declares that he will become Facebook-free in which Rainer says "you can’t just leave the 

system", in which Mark says "watch me".  Mark goes back home and deactivates his 

account.  He has never felt better.  

In the end, George and Mark ponder the last few days.  Mark realises that Facebook is just a 

popularity contest and will produce a world of idiots. George realises that if he doesn’t have 

sex soon, he’ll go crazy and that living a fake life (through Facebook) isn't actually as good as 

getting sex in real life.  

Suddenly, it comes on the Facebook news feed that Danny just liked Delta's status about her 

Grandmother dying. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Episode 7 - The Hoverboards 

Danny is trying to seduce a girl, called Yram, an angelic type girl.  He decides to help her with 

her small business – which is breeding butterflies for weddings.  Basically when people get 

married, they let the butterflies go right when the couple kiss after exchanging vows.  

George and Mark give Danny a lot of crap for this and call him gay.  George also comments 

how there is nothing romantic about releasing flying grubs in weddings. 

Yram’s business is going to be in Nepal.  As there are currently no butterfly businesses in 

Nepal, or butterflies for that matter, so Danny and Yram will have the entire market.  Danny 

doesn't also mind going to Nepal as being from Antarctica, he likes the cold. 

Moving to Nepal means that Danny will have to leave the house for good.  Mark and George 

question his decision considering that he has been employed to be George's psychologist 

and technically this is a breach of contract.  Besides, shouldn't he be fulfilling his Antarctican 

prophecy.  Danny defends his decision and says that maybe he can have a heir with her 

before he fulfils the prophecy.  And in regards to the contract, he can't help his decision, he 

is amazed by this girl and how she just seems to glow a great energy.    George and Mark 

agree that she is glowing and that they would like to bone her.   

 

Danny mentions how he hasn't had sex with her yet, that she's a virgin.  They're like "wait a 

minute are you following a virgin all the way to Nepal?"  Mark and George give him crap for 

going to Nepal to be with her when he hasn't even slept with her – that he couldn’t be any 

more gay.  Danny still decides to leave the country.   

A week later, with Danny gone, George (a mad back to the future fan) reads the Back to the 

Future Almanac, which speaks of the possibility of hoverboards being in existence in Nepal.  

Even though he is not sure whether to trust Danny to look for a hoverboard as he has 

turned gay, he gives Danny the benefit of the doubt.  As Danny is still technically under 

contract to help George, George convinces him to take a couple of days break from his 

butterfly business ("you’re not going to help them turn into butterflies by looking at them all 

day!") and sends him on an adventure, Indiana Jones style.    



There is a montage with Indiana Jones theme music: Danny’s adventure leads him to the top 

of the mountain where he passes three Indiana Jones types tests of faith (shown very 

briefly), finally coming to a monk levitating on a blanket.  He discovers that underneath the 

monk’s blanket is a hoverboard.  Danny trades the monk a butterfly (something the monk 

has never seen before) for the hoverboard and sends the hoverboard back to civilisation. 

(End montage).  

George and Mark pick up the hoverboard from Australia post.  Outside in the alley way, 

Mark and George encounter Susej, a crazy homeless man, but refuse to give him any 

change.  Susej notices the hoverboard and tells them about an ancient conspiracy theory – 

an end of days prophecy.  And it all begins with the arrival of the hoverboard.   

Susej explains how a secret power has been preventing the end of days for centuries, by 

stopping all progression towards creating hoverboards.  That’s why we were promised to all 

have hoverboards on that old TV show Beyond 2000 – but still there are none.  (George is 

like “beyond 2000, that was a great show whatever happened to that?").  "I mean why 

aren’t there hoverboards already?" , the homeless man asks, "something is definitely up".     

The homeless man continues "Yes, there are great powers at work preventing the 

hoverboards.  God himself is against them as the hoverboards are prophesised to destroy 

his very creation, mankind.  You see, once hoverboards are in existence and mass produced, 

mankind will spend all of their time on them, riding around.   I mean how could you not, 

they are a lot of fun.  Like the greatest drug addiction ever, gradually everyone chooses their 

hoverboards over work, there are no more food in the stores.  The whole economy crashes 

– all because of the hoverboards. Mass starvation and poverty will ensue until everyone just 

withers away and dies." 

George and Mark dismiss this conspiracy theory and start mass-producing them, using 

George’s wealth.  George figures out how much he can invest in the business, as the rest is 

tied up in pornography, cigarette companies, getting Liberal back in power and stem cell 

research.  They just need to think of a name and logo for their business.  George comes up 

with a logo of a horse f*cking a girl.  Mark agrees.  But still they have no name. 



Meanwhile, Susej firmly believes the conspiracy and is collecting dogs.  As dog is backwards 

for God, so there must be a secret reason for this and he is sure the dogs have a purpose.  

He warns Mark and George.  But they simply use it as inspiration and decide to call their 

company Lived (which is Devil backwards).  Their motto becomes It is better to have truly 

lived and have a hoverboard, then lead a dog’s existence without them.  Mark and George 

are talking about how much money they will have, in a greedy type way and Mark is 

boasting about how he will have enough money for rent for years to come and win the 

respect of his family by having a business (all in a evil type way).   

Susej is saving dogs from the pounds with the money he collects.  Susej is Jesus backwards 

and he looks like Jesus with his beard etc and long shaggy hair.   Mark and George give him 

crap by calling him Sausage.  And he’s always like – “It’s Susej!  Not sausage!  Susej”.  

Basically, it is a real metaphorical God Vs the Devil battle.  Mark and George is on the Devil’s 

side, Susej on God’s.   

Meanwhile, Danny and Yram go to their first wedding to release their butterflies.  On the 

way they are met with protests from a group of nerdy scientists, who warn that the release 

of the butterflies, especially at this altitude, may bring about the butterfly effect.  “A flap of 

a butterfly’s wings in Nepal can cause a tsunami on the other side of the world”.  Danny tells 

them to get lost, puts on his karate kid headband and attempts to beat them up.  He does a 

double fly kick but misses them by a mile.  He pretends it was a joke, laughs, they laugh.  

Then he tries to do it again and fails. He apologises and explains that in his karate training 

they purposely miss each other, so he isn’t too good at hitting people.  Danny excuses 

himself.  Yram calms the scientists down and gets them to believe it is alright.   

Yram and Danny release the butterflies.  

Meanwhile George and Mark open their business for its first day of trading.  George explains 

how with the lease and manufacturing costs, they have to sell at least 666 hoverboards on 

their first day to keep the business afloat.  Mark says “Hey they’re hoverboards!  We’ll sell  

thousands of them! ” 

Susej’s dogs – an early warning system for a coming tsunami, start to go crazy, so he goes 

about gathering those worthy to be saved – such as priests and people who have given him 



spare change in the past.  He begins taking them to higher ground.  But he decides not to 

save George and Mark as they refused to give him change that day outside Australia post.   

Just as all of the worthy people get to higher ground, a tsunami comes crashing in and 

floods the entire town.   There isn’t too much damage, but there is water everywhere.  Mark 

and George panic as the hoverboards don’t work on water.  No one will buy them. They are 

begging people to buy them and using their best sales skills but no one wants them.  Mark 

even gets in a fight with an old lady as he tries to make her buy one, but gets beaten off 

with her handbag.  They try to explain that the hoverboards really do work, they just don’t 

work on water, but no one believes them and thus ends the hoverboard dream.   

With her quest fulfilled, Yram strangely disappears by floating up into a light in the sky 

(similar to Jesus ascending to heaven).  Danny calls out “Not again!  Come back!  I didn’t 

even have sex with you!”  She is gone.  Danny decides to return back to Australia. 

Susej gets monetary donations from everyone that he helped get to higher ground.  He has 

hundreds of dollars in his change jar!  George and Mark look on with disgust.  Susej tells the 

crowd of people that it was the hoverboards that caused the Tsunami. 

Susej explains to George and Mark how God didn’t want to keep hoverboards from us 

forever.  You see the monks had the hoverboards as they were enlightened and one day the 

rest of mankind will be enlightened enough to have hoverboards too.  But we are just not 

ready yet.  

God wins this round.    

Mark complains of how he has no money for rent so Susej gives the money he has collected 

to Mark and George and explains that this is why he is poor, he gives all of his money away.  

He simply collects it and redistributes it where it is needed most. 

Mark and George turn around and see that a congregation of people are superstitiously 

breaking and burning the hoverboards, blaming them for the flood. (Symbolic to how people 

blamed things to have angered Gods in the past or witches for ruining people's crops).   



George is distraught.  Until he sees a thin shard of hoverboard, floating on a dry piece of 

land.  Suddenly it comes to him "Ok, we can't have hoverboards but.....THE 

HOVERPENCIL!!!" 
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